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In reinfor ement learning the intera tion between the agent
and the environment generally takes pla e on a xed time s ale, whi h
means that the ontrol interval is set to a xed time step. In order to
determine a suitable xed time s ale one has to trade o a ura y in ontrol against learning omplexity. In this paper we present an alternative
approa h that enables the agent to learn a ontrol poli y by using multiple time s ales simultaneously. Instead of presele ting a xed time s ale,
there are several time s ales available during learning and the agent an
sele t the appropriate time s ale depending on the system state. The
di erent time s ales are multiples of a nest time s ale whi h is denoted
as the primitive time s ale. A tions on a oarser time s ale onsist of
several identi al a tions on the primitive time s ale and are alled multistep a tions (MSAs). The spe ial stru ture of these a tions is eÆ iently
exploited in our re ent MSA-Q-learning algorithm. We use the MSAs
to learn a ontrol poli y for a thermostat ontrol problem. Our algorithm yields a fast and highly a urate ontrol poli y; in ontrast, the
standard Q-learning algorithms without MSAs fails to learn any useful
ontrol poli y for this problem.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Reinfor ement Learning (RL) an be su essfully applied to learning dis rete
time ontrol poli ies for dynami al systems [5, 7℄. The ontrol problem is transformed into a dynami optimisation problem that an be modeled as a Markov
De ision Pro ess (MDP). This MDP orresponds to the following learning situation. An agent (the ontroller) intera ts with the environment (the plant) by
sele ting an a tion ( ontrol signals) a from the available nite a tion set A and
re eiving feedba k about the resulting immediate reward r. As a onsequen e
of the a tion the environment makes a (sto hasti ) transition from a state s to
a state s0 . A umulated over time the obtained rewards yield an evaluation of
every state on erning its long-term desirability. This value fun tion is optimised
during learning and by greedy evaluation of the value fun tion an optimal poli y
an be derived.

In a dis rete time ontrol problem as des ribed above the agent an hange
the a tion only at xed predetermined time steps. The temporal di eren e between two subsequent time steps is alled ontrol interval or time s ale. In some
regions of the state spa e a ne time s ale is needed in order to provide the
ne essary rea tivity when a swit h of a tion is required. Moreover, the ner the
time s ale is the higher is the stationary a ura y that an be a hieved with
a nite a tion set. That means that a given goal state an be a hieved with
lower toleran e if the a tion an be hanged more frequently. However, if the
time s ale is too ne the agent needs many de isions to rea h the goal. This
makes the learning problem more omplex [1℄. Thus in order to determine a
suitable xed time s ale one has to trade o rea tivity and stationary a ura y
against learning omplexity. In this paper we present an alternative approa h
that enables to learn a ontrol poli y on multiple time s ales simultaneously.
The main idea is to let the agent expli itly sele t abstra t a tions that orrespond to larger time steps than the primitive time step. Su h multi-step a tions
(MSAs) onsist of a sequen e of the same primitive a tion that is applied for
several onse utive time steps. The MSA is exe uted as a whole and an be interpreted as a ting on a oarser time s ale. In many ontrol problems su h abstra t
a tions are building blo ks of optimal paths be ause between a tion swit hes the
same primitive a tion will be applied for several onse utive time steps. Thus,
the MSAs allow to make larger steps towards the goal and an therefore redu e
the number of de isions to the goal. We ombine di erent length MSAs, i.e. different time s ales, in one a tion set. This enables to leave the de ision about the
appropriate time s ale to the agent. The spe ial stru ture of the a tion set is
eÆ iently exploited in the MSA-Q-learning algorithm. In [6℄ we showed that the
MSA framework is suitable for onsiderably speeding-up reinfor ement learning.
The MSA framework uses an a tion set with a hierar hi al stru ture where
temporally abstra t a tions on oarser time s ales are omposed of a tions on
ner time s ales with the primitive time s ale being at the bottom of the hierar hy. There are other hierar hi al on epts of temporal abstra tion that have
been proposed in re ent years to improve the s alability of reinfor ement learning in large state spa es with many de isions from the start state to the goal
state. The main ontributions are the Option approa h [8℄, the Hierar hy of
Abstra t Ma hines (HAM) [3℄ and the MAXQ approa h [1℄. The two latter are
based on the notion that the whole task is de omposed into subtasks ea h of
whi h orresponds to a subgoal. The subgoals are presele ted regions in the
state spa e. A temporally abstra t a tion orresponds to a subgoal. Thus, exeuting this a tion leads the agent all the way to the subgoal. In this way, larger
steps in the state spa e are made and the number of de isions to the goal is
redu ed. The option approa h is formulated in a very general way so that it is
not restri ted to subgoal-related abstra t a tions. However, the main algorithm,
intra-option Q-learning [8℄, requires that abstra t a tions be subgoal-related.
Hen e, the minimal requirement for the eÆ ient appli ation of existing hierarhi al RL algorithms is that a de omposition of the whole problem into suitable
subproblems is known. Thus, problems from te hni al pro ess ontrol, e.g. the

thermostat ontrol onsidered here, annot pro t from these approa hes be ause
suitable subgoals are not known in advan e or do not exist at all. However, the
MSA framework des ribed in this paper is suited for many problems where no
de omposition into subproblems is known in advan e.
We apply this approa h to a thermostat ontrol problem [4℄. In this problem
a ner ontrol interval is ne essary in order to a hieve high stationary a ura y
when the system state is lose to the goal state. However, far away from the goal
it is optimal to apply the same a tion for several onse utive time steps. The
solution proposed in [4℄ is to partition the state spa e into two regions, namely
the neighbourhood of the goal state and the rest of the state spa e. Then, two
ontrollers are learned separately, a oarse ontroller using a oarse time s ale
outside the goal neighborhood and a ne ontroller using a ne time s ale inside.
Upon rossing the region boundary the ontroller is swit hed. This approa h has
the disadvantage that the partitioning must be determined prior to learning. As
this will not be possible in general, a heuristi approximative partitioning must
be used. In the MSA framework presented here the agent an autonomously
sele t where to use whi h time s ale. Thus, there is the possibility of ontrolling
at di erent time s ales without having an expli it partitioning of the state spa e.
We show that a fast and highly a urate ontrol poli y is learned with our
approa h. In ontrast, the standard Q-learning algorithms without MSAs fails
to learn any useful ontrol poli y for this problem.
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Reinfor ement Learning with Multi-step A tions

As des ribed we onsider a dis rete time RL problem with a primitive time step

t. Primitive a tions last exa tly one su h primitive time step. In the following,
the set of primitive a tions is denoted as A . We de ne the set of all multin = fan ja 2 A g where an denotes
step a tions (MSAs) of degree n as A
the MSA that arises if a tion a is exe uted in n onse utive time steps. The
next de ision is only made after the whole MSA has been exe uted. Thus, the
MSA has a time-dependent termination ondition after n primitive time steps.
(1)

( )

(1)

In the general option framework de ned in [8℄ MSAs an therefore be modelled
as spe ial semi-Markov options3 . In order to retain the possibility of learning
optimal poli ies di erent time s ales are ombined in one a tion set. We denote
su h ombined a tion sets as A(n1 ;:::;nk ) = A(n1 ) [ : : : [ A(nk ) .
In the following we investigate how the on ept of MSAs an be integrated in
learning algorithms like Q-learning. The agent maintains Q-fun tions for all time
s ales it is a ting on. When exe uting a tion aj of degree j in a state s the agent
goes to state s0 after j time steps are elapsed and updates the orresponding
Q-value as follows

Qk (s; aj ) = (1
+1

3

)Qk (s; aj ) + [r(s; aj ) +

j

max Qk (s0 ; a0 )℄

a0

2A

A Markov option would require a state-dependent termination ondition.

(1)

P

where is the learning rate and denotes the dis ount fa tor. The reward
a umulated on the primitive time s ale is r(s; aj ) = t+=jt 1  t r(s ; a). Note,
for j = 1 the update rule (1) redu es to lassi al traje tory-based Q-learning.
Until now MSAs have been viewed as indivisible units. We looked at ea h
a tion only at the time s ale at whi h it was exe uted. Consider, for example,
an a tion an of degree n. When this a tion is sele ted in st we obtain the transition (st ; an ) ! st+n together with the reward r(st ; an ). This information is used
n
only for updating Q(st ; a ) a ording to (1). The experien e ontained in the
transition ould be used more eÆ iently by also looking inside the MSA. When
exe uting an all a tions ak , k = 1; : : :; n 1, are exe uted impli itly. The transition (st ; an ) ! st+n ontains all information ne essary to update the Q-values
for those lower-level a tions at all intermediate states. For ak with k < n, for
example, Q(st+i ; ak ) an be updated for i = 0; : : : ; n k . It is onvenient to arry
out these updates in a ba kward manner where the index i des ends from n k
to 0. This ensures a faster propagation of the orre t values. The modi ed Qlearning algorithm whi h in ludes these update rules for all lower-level a tions in
the a tion set is denoted as MSA-Q-learning. It enables to extra t more training
examples from the same experien e. The idea resembles the intra-option methods introdu ed in [8℄. There, however, the intra-option Q-learning algorithm was
only appli able to Markov options. The MSA-Q-learning algorithm we propose
here is appli able to a spe ial kind of semi-Markov options, namely MSAs. In the
form presented here, we refer to the intra-option method as intra-MSA method.
It enables to learn at di erent time s ales simultaneously.
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Thermostat Control

In many manufa turing appli ations
it is important to keep a liquid (water,
Power
T
oil, hemi al substan e) at a ertain
ext
temperature. Reasons for this may be T
T
int
that a hemi al rea tion only has the heat
desired out ome, if the temperature is
kept within (very) tight bounds. This
is the ase for example in wafer produ tion pro esses, but many more inPump
dustrial appli ations exist. They onsiderably vary with respe t to the
type and the amount of the liquids Fig. 1. Typi al hardware stru ture to
used, resulting in a broad range of dif- ontrol the liquid temperature in the exferent pro ess hara teristi s. This va- ternal tank (right)
riety makes it very diÆ ult and ostly
to design a ontroller that shows good
ontrol hara teristi s in every appli ation situation. Reinfor ement learning
seems to be a promising approa h to over ome this problem be ause the ontrol
law an easily be adapted to varying s enarios by learning.

3.1

System des ription

The hardware stru ture shown in Figure 1 is a ommon apparatus for liquid temperature ontrol with a very broad appli ation range. There is a heating devi e
whi h is used to dire tly heat a liquid within a smaller internal tank (about 1
liter). This liquid is then pumped through a tube whi h is going through a larger
external tank, thereby emitting energy and thus heating the liquid in the external tank (typi ally 10{60 litres). The temperature of the liquid in the external
tank thus an be ontrolled by rst heating the internal liquid. The temperature
of the external liquid now depends on many parameters, for example, the type of
the internal and the external liquid, the amount of internal liquid that is pumped
through the tube per minute, the size of the internal and the external tank, the
environment temperature, external disturban es and the type of the tube.
3.2

Control task

3.3

Formulation of the Reinfor ement Learning Problem

The ontrol task is to keep the liquid temperature in the external tank, Text , at
target
target
j < Æ. This part of the
a ertain target temperature Text
, i.e. jText Text
state spa e is alled the goal region.
The system state is ompletely des ribed by a three dimensional state ve tor,
that ontains the temperature of the internal tank, Tint , the temperature of the
external tank, Text , and the temperature measured at the heating devi e, Theat .
The available ontrol a tion is to apply varying power to the heating devi e,
uheat, whi h is measured in per ent of the maximum heating energy (devi e
depending, e.g. 2000J ). This results in an in rease of the temperature of the
internal liquid, Tint , whi h nally heats the external liquid.
A problem arises from the time delays that might o ur due to the overall
hardware stru ture. Depending on the ratio of internal and external liquid, it
may require hours to heat the external liquid to a ertain temperature. The
ontrol task onsidered in the following, for example, requires approximately
target
one hour to rea h its spe i ed target temperature of Text
= 40Æ C from the
Æ
initial temperature of 20 C. However, during all this time, the pro ess must
be ontrolled so exa tly, that nally the temperature of the external tank Text
di ers from its target value by less than Æ = 0:1Æ C.
As the state spa e is ontinuous, we use a grid-based fun tion approximator for
the Q-fun tions. In a traje tory-based learning approa h the origin of a transition
(s; aj ) ! s0 does not ne essarily lie on a grid point. The Ka zmarz update rule
[2℄ is suitable to adapt the Q-fun tion in this situation. We use zero initialised
Q-fun tions, a dis ount fa tor = 0:99 and an an -greedy poli y for training
with  = 0:1. Experimentally, = 0:1 was determined to be a good value for
the learning rate4 . The domain of the fun tion approximator orresponds to the
4
Although the thermostat ben hmark is a deterministi domain < 1 is required
be ause the e e ts of transitions from di erent states in the same ell have to be
averaged.

region of the state spa e that is relevant for the ontrol task. This region is
20Æ C 70Æ C for Tint and Text and 20Æ C 90Æ C for Theat . The general resolution
of the grid in the di erent dimensions varies and gets ner in the vi inity of the
stationary state that orresponds to the goal. For Tint and Theat the resolution
varies between 1Æ C 10Æ C, for Text the resolution varies between 0:05Æ C and 5Æ C.
In order to formulate the above ontrol task as a RL problem we need to
spe ify the immediate reward that is obtained in every state. In the goal region
we set the immediate reward to 5.0. Outside the goal region and inside the relevant region of the state spa e an immediate reward of -0.1 is obtained. Outside
the relevant region of the state spa e a ontrol traje tory is aborted and a terminal reward of -15.0 is obtained. This spe i es a desired ontrol behaviour that
avoids leaving the relevant region of the state spa e and that rea hes the goal
region as qui kly as possible and permanently stays within this region.
4

Results

We use MSA-Q-learning algorithm with the a tion set A(1;20) . The primitive
time step is t = 20s, i.e. ontrol intera tions take pla e either at 20s or at
400s. During training the ontroller performan e is assessed every 100 training
episodes by measuring the dis ounted reward a umulated over a test episode
without exploration. A good ontroller is learned after a whole training run of
25000 training episodes whi h takes approximately three minutes (!) on an AMD
AthlonTM pro essor with 1666 Megahertz. The learning urve depi ted in Figure 2(a) is averaged over 30 su h training runs. The a umulated dis ounted
reward is plotted against the number of training episodes where ea h training
episode onsists of 300 primitive time steps unless it is aborted be ause the relevant region of the state spa e is left. In Figure 2(b) the ontrol behaviour of the
learned ontroller is depi ted. The temperature of the external tank Text (solid)
rea hes the 40Æ C level and keeps it. The ontroller learned to heat the internal
tank to about 47Æ C (dashed) in order to a hieve the right temperature in the
external tank. Figure 2( ) shows an enlargement of the goal region. The ontrol goal is rea hed after 3780s whi h is approximately one hour. After rea hing
the ontrol goal the required high stationary a ura y of 0:1Æ C is permanently
kept. Figure 2(d) shows the learned sequen e of heating a tions that produ es
the harts (b) and ( ). Until about 1000s the heating is onstantly on. Then the
ontroller learned to anti ipate the long time delay until the heat of the liquid in
the internal tank is transferred to the external tank. Note, that the temperature
of the internal tank drops from about 1300s until 3000s while the temperature
of the external tank still rises in that period of time. When the system is lose
to the goal region the ontroller swit hes to the pattern of shortly heating the
internal tank from time to time in order to avoid that the temperature in the
external tank drops too far.
In [4℄ the same ontrol problem is learned using a ontroller that swit hes between a oarse and a ne time s ale whenever the absolute value of the di eren e
between the temperature of the external tank and the target temperature rosses
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Thermostat ontrol problem. (a) Learning urve with MSA-Q-learning with
a tion set A(1;20) . (b) Control behaviour (Text , Tint ) of the learned ontroller. ( )
Enlargement of the ontrol behaviour (Text ) in the goal region. (d) Sequen e of heating
a tions during ontrol.

Fig. 2.

the 1Æ C boundary. This ontrol approa h yields a ontroller that rea hes the goal
region already after 3500s. But the ontroller overshoots so onsiderably that the
goal region is left again and is permanently rea hed not before 6000s. Thus, the
MSA ontroller with mixed time s ales shows a better ontrol bahaviour that
a hieves a onsiderably higher reward. The reason for the overshooting of the
ombined ontroller in [4℄ lies in the training of the oarse ontroller. The ontrol
obje tive of the oarse ontroller is to a hieve a toleran e of less than 1Æ C as fast
as possible and to keep that a ura y permanently. However, this spe i ation
allows an overshooting of 1Æ C above the target temperature. Therefore, the heating will be turned on longer in order to a hieve the target value faster. When the
ontrol is then swit hed to the ne ontroller that requires an a ura y of 0:1Æ C
the right time for turning o the heating is already past and an overshooting is
inevitable. The same problem would be en ountered if the 1Æ C toleran e region
was de ned as a subgoal. Therefore, a de omposition with suitable subgoals is
not obvious. Approa hes that are based on a task de omposition are therefore
not dire tly appli able here.

We also applied the standard Q-learning algorithm with the primitive a tion
set A(1) to the thermostat ontrol problem. However, even with over 1 Million
episodes no useful ontrol poli y that rea hes the goal region ould be learned.
Thus, the ontrol task seems to be unsolvable with only the primitive a tion set.
5

Con lusions

We showed that the MSA-Q-learning algorithm learns a su essful ontrol poli y in a ase where standard Q-learning without multi-step a tions (MSAs) fails
to learn any useful ontrol poli y. The su ess of the MSAs is due to an impli it redu tion of problem size, whi h enables the agent to rea h the goal with
less de isions. Moreover, the MSA-Q-learning algorithm eÆ iently uses training
experien e from multiple expli itly spe i ed time s ales. The on ept of MSAs
an be espe ially applied to unstru tured domains for whi h a de omposition in
suitable subtasks is not known in advan e or does not exist at all.
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